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How to Be a Mathematician 
 

(or Theoretical Computer Scientist) 

Lecture 4 

(This title chosen pretentiously for humorous effect.) 



Part I:   How to present 
mathematics 

Part II:        How to do 
mathematics 



Part I: LaTeX 

Q:   What is mathematics? 

A1:  “Mathematics is the abstract study of  
 topics such as quantity (numbers), 
 structure, space, and change.” – Wikipedia  

A2:  “Mathematics is about figuring the logical  
 consequences of ideas we have made up –   
 according to [the] notion of logical consequence  
 that we have made up.” – Alexander Woo 

A4:  Mathematics is the branch of science written in LaTeX. 

A3:  “Mathematics is what mathematicians do.” – Poincaré(?)  



LaTeX workflow 

Select a good text editor that understands 

you are writing in LaTeX. 

Should have: 

• syntax highlighting 

• hotkey to compile/display 

• “synchronization”/“roundtripping” 

• text/reference autocompletion 

• block commenting 

E.g.:  WinEdt, BaKoMa, TeXnicCenter, AUCTeX, Kile, TeXshop, etc. 

Use PDFLatex; nobody uses .dvi or .ps these days. 



LaTeX workflow 

Create a stub .tex file, 

a lifetime .sty file, 

and a lifetime .bib file. 



LaTeX — stub .tex file example 
\documentclass[11pt]{article} 

\usepackage{odonnell} 

 

\begin{document} 

 

\title{} 

\author{Ryan O'Donnell\thanks{odonnell@cs.cmu.edu}} 

\date{\today} 

 

\maketitle 

 

%\begin{abstract} 

%\end{abstract} 

 

 

%\section{} 

 

 

%\bibliographystyle{alpha} 

%\bibliography{odonnell}      

 

\end{document} 

refers to odonnell.sty, 

my lifetime .sty file 

refers to odonnell.bib, 

my lifetime .bib file 



LaTeX — lifetime .sty file 

\usepackage{fixltx2e,amsmath,amssymb,amsthm,amsfonts,bbm,graphicx,fullpage} 

\usepackage[colorlinks,citecolor=blue,bookmarks=true]{hyperref} 

 

\theoremstyle{plain} 

\newtheorem{theorem}{Theorem}[section] 

\newtheorem{lemma}[theorem]{Lemma} 

\newtheorem{corollary}[theorem]{Corollary} 

\newtheorem{proposition}[theorem]{Proposition} 

 

\theoremstyle{definition} 

\newtheorem{definition}[theorem]{Definition} 

\newtheorem{remark}[theorem]{Remark} 

 

 

% for ``commenting out'' chunks of text 

\newcommand{\ignore}[1]{} 

 

% for notes on the text 

\newcommand{\ryansays}[1]{{\color{red}{\tiny [Ryan: #1]}}} 

 

% macros 

\newcommand{\R}{{\mathbbm R}} 

\newcommand{\eps}{\epsilon} 

% ... 



LaTeX — lifetime .bib file 

Start yours 

today! 

@STRING{ann = {Annual}} 

@STRING{proc = {Proceedings of the}} 

@STRING{focs = {IEEE Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science}} 

@STRING{focs12 = proc # { 53rd } # ann # { } # focs} 

@STRING{focs13 = proc # { 54th } # ann # { } # focs} 

@STRING{stoc = {ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing}} 

@STRING{stoc12 = proc # { 44th } # ann # { } # stoc} 

@STRING{stoc13 = proc # { 45th } # ann # { } # stoc} 

 

@ARTICLE{AGHP92, 

   author = {Alon, Noga and Goldreich, Oded and H{\aa}stad, Johan and Peralta, Ren{\'e}}, 

    title = {Simple constructions of almost {$k$}-wise independent random variables}, 

  journal = {Random Structures \& Algorithms}, 

   volume = {3}, 

     year = {1992}, 

   number = {3}, 

    pages = {289--304}, 

      doi = {10.1002/rsa.3240030308}, 

      url = {http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/rsa.3240030308}, 

} 

   

@ONLINE{CLRS13, 

      author = {Chan, Siu On and Lee, James and Raghavendra, Prasad and Steurer, David}, 

       title = {Approximate constraint satisfaction requires large {LP} relaxations}, 

     version = {1}, 

        date = {2013-09-03}, 

        note = {arXiv:1309.0563}, 

  eprinttype = {arXiv}, 

 eprintclass = {cs.CC}, 

      eprint = {1309.0563} 

} 

 

@INCOLLECTION{MR12, 

    author = {Mossel, Elchanan and R{\'a}cz, Mikl{\'o}s}, 

     title = {A quantitative {G}ibbard--{S}atterthwaite theorem without neutrality}, 

 booktitle = stoc12, 

     pages = {1041--1060}, 

 publisher = {ACM}, 

      year = {2012}, 

       doi = {10.1145/2213977.2214071}, 

       url = {http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2213977.2214071}, 

} 

Use .bib file 

management 

software: 
 

e.g., 

JabRef, BibDesk 



LaTeX — lifetime .bib file 

Please make your .bib entries high quality! 

This is gross. 

You may as well 

have a spelling 

mistake in your  

title. 



LaTeX — lifetime .bib file 

• Have a standard for citing proceedings  

(FOCS, STOC, etc.) and arXiv and ECCC. 

• Get capitalization correct: {B}races needed 

• Put in people’s first and last names—with the diacritcs! 

• Use math mode for math parts of titles 

 

 

 

 

 

 
@article {GMPT10, 

    AUTHOR = {Georgiou, Konstantinos and Magen, Avner and Pitassi, Toniann and Tourlakis, Iannis}, 

     TITLE = {Integrality gaps of {$2-o(1)$} for vertex cover {SDP}s in the  

         {L}ov\'asz--{S}chrijver hierarchy}, 

   JOURNAL = {SIAM J. Comput.}, 

  FJOURNAL = {SIAM Journal on Computing}, 

    VOLUME = {39}, 

      YEAR = {2010}, 

    NUMBER = {8}, 

     PAGES = {3553--3570}, 

DOI = {10.1137/080721479}, 

       URL = {http://dx.doi.org/10.1137/080721479}, 

} 

Please make your .bib entries high quality! 



LaTeX — lifetime .bib file 

Where to get .bib entries: 

1. Always try www.ams.org/mrlookup first. 
(The best entries, and you don’t need ams.org access.) 



LaTeX — lifetime .bib file 

Where to get .bib entries: 

2. Failing that, scholar.google.com. 
               (DBLP is also decent.) 



LaTeX — version control 

Version control software will save you 

heartache and help you collaborate with others. 

At the very least, get Dropbox  

(or an equivalent) to put all of your LaTeX in. 

The next step up is Subversion (SVN).  Try it. 



LaTeX — my top peeves 

DON’T DO 

$ < U, V > $ $ \langle U, V \rangle $ 

"quotes" ``quotes’’ 

$$ f(x) = x^2 $$ 

\[ 

    f(x) = x^2 

\] 

$ log(1+x) $ $ \log(1+x) $ 

\[ 

  (\frac{ax+b}{cy})^2 

\] 

\[ 

  \left(\frac{ax+b}{cy}\right)^2 

\] 



LaTeX — my top peeves 

DON’T DO 

\begin{eqnarray} 

  y &=& (x+1)^2 \\ 

    &=& x^2+2x+1 

\end{eqnarray} 

\begin{align} 

  y &= (x+1)^2 \\ 

    &= x^2+2x+1 

\end{align} 

If A is a matrix, then If $A$ is a matrix, then 

Lemma \ref{lem:big} is 

due to Blum \cite{Blu99} 

 

Lemma~\ref{lem:big} is 

due to Blum~\cite{Blu99} 

assuming- as we do – that 

the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer 

Conjecture holds 

assuming---as we do---that 

the Birch--Swinnerton-Dyer 

Conjecture holds 



LaTeX — my top peeves 

DON’T DO 

one party, e.g. Alice, is one party, e.g.\ Alice, is 

\[ 

  a-b=2 ~~~~~~~~ a+b=4 

\] 

\[ 

  a-b=2 \qquad a+b=4 

\] 

we execute $ALG(x)$ we execute $\textnormal{ALG}(x)$ 

\begin{proof} 

\[ 

  x=1 \implies x^2=1. 

\] 

\end{proof} 

\begin{proof} 

\[ 

  x=1 \implies x^2=1. \qedhere 

\] 

\end{proof} 



LaTeX — my top peeves 

I could go on.  When in doubt, look up the correct 

thing to do at  tex.stackexchange.com ! 



Writing mathematics well 

This is a challenging, lifelong skill. 

If I had to give two pieces of advice… 

1. This is math, so it has to be 100% correct. 

   

 

 

2. Take pity on your poor reader; help them out. 

 

that said, 



LaTeX — drawing 

DON’T BE LAZY:  include figures to help the reader. 
 

 

 \usepackage{graphicx} 

 ... 

 \includegraphics{mypicture.png} 
 

Was that so hard? 
  

Works with  .jpg, .png, .pdf, .eps 
 

To draw figs:  Inkscape, TikZ, Processing…  

        but ∃ learning curve. 
 

Recommendation:  draw figs with your presentation 

software (PowerPoint, Keynote, …), since you have to 

learn it anyway… 



Presentation software 

If you write a paper, you’ll have to make a talk. 

 

To make a talk, you’ll need PowerPoint/Keynote/Beamer. 

 Any of these is fine, but you’ll still suffer the 

 “drawing figures” challenge with Beamer. 

 

It’s not “hip”, but become a hacker in one of these. 

 

Learn to integrate beautiful math equations: 

 PowerPoint:  IguanaTex (or Office 2010 Eq’n Editor) 

 Keynote:   LaTeXiT (I’m told) 

 Beamer:   Automatic 



Presenting math well 

 I like Kayvon Fatahalian’s tips, which 

 I just found recently: 

 
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~kayvonf/misc/cleartalktips.pdf 



Part I:   How to present 
mathematics 

Part II:        How to do 
mathematics 



Finding papers 

Use Google Scholar. 
 

• Use CMU credentials (VPN) to get journal issues online. 
 

• Alternative:  check the author’s home page. 
 

• Books/some older journal articles can be found 

in the actual physical science library, in Wean. 
 

• For books, first use Google Books / Amazon’s  

“Read Inside” feature to try to find what you want. 
 

• All else fails: Interlibrary loan is not too slow 

(https://illiad.library.cmu.edu/illiad/illiad.dll) 



Finding papers 

Use Google Scholar. 
 

If you look at a paper, even briefly: 

1. Check its “cited by” link on Google Scholar 

2. Save a local copy. 

 

Beginning today, maintain a giant folder of  

 saved papers.   

Use a consistent naming convention. 

E.g., nisan-wigderson-log-rank-conj.pdf 

This will save you 100’s of hours, lifetime. 



How to find papers to read 

Papers citing / cited by the paper you’re reading. 

Proceedings of recent FOCS/STOC/SODA/CCC. 

Google Scholar Alerts.  (Surprisingly good.) 

Recent posts to ECCC (http://eccc.hpi-web.de/) 

       or arXiv (http://arxiv.org/corr/home) 



Stay au courant 

Watch videos: 

 http://video.ias.edu/csdm 
 

 http://www.youtube.com/user/SimonsInstitute 
 

 http://research.microsoft.com/ 

  (search for “[researcher name/topic] video”) 
 

 http://intractability.princeton.edu/videos/ 
  

 Conference talks; e.g., STOC 2013: 

       http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2213977 

Read TCS blogs:  http://feedworld.net/toc 



Streetfighting Mathematics 

(title stolen from Sanjoy Mahajan) 



Q:  What is the next number in the series? 

1, 2, 5, 20, 125, 1070, ??? 

A:   Just look it up at oeis.org 

 (Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences) 





Q:  What are the  

 Stirling numbers of the second kind ? 

 

      What is the explicit formula for them? 

A:  Look it up on Wikipedia 





Q:  What is 0.601907230197? 

A:  Look it up at Inverse Symbolic Calculator 

(This question based on a true story.) 





Q:  What is the Bessel K function? 

A:  Look it up on Wikipedia 



An anecdote 

Theorem:  Any alg. for SAT using no(1) space requires 

  time          , where c is the largest root of 

  c3−c2−2c+1=0;  i.e., c ≈ 1.801. 

Ryan Williams had an awesome CMU PhD thesis. 

I read the first draft.  Its #1 theorem was: 
 

I had my computer calculate a few more digits: 

c ≈ 1.801937736. 

Plugged it into Inverse Symbolic Calculator...  





An anecdote 

Theorem:  Any alg. for SAT using no(1) space requires 

  time                      . 

I let him know, and now his famous theorem reads: 



Q:  Let K, L ⊆ Rn be closed, bounded, convex 

      sets with smooth boundary.   

      Does K∪L have piecewise-smooth boundary? 

A:  Well, I didn’t know, but it’s the kind of 

      question where you just know that some  

      expert in analysis knows the answer. 

 

      Ask on mathoverflow.net. 





Stackexchange sites 

Mathoverflow.net:   

     For research-level questions about math. 
 

CSTheory.stackexchange.com: 

     For research-level questions about TCS. 
 

math.stackexchange.com: 

     For help with math questions at any level. 

     (Do not post your homework here!!!) 
 

tex.stackexchange.com: 

     For any questions about LaTeX. 



Q:  What’s the 4th-order Taylor series  

      for arcsin(x)? 

A:  Ask Maple/Mathematica/Sage. 

 

  (The first two are equally awesome. 

   Sage is free, and is based around python. 

   Maple/Mathematica freely accessible at CMU. 

   For quick things, use wolframalpha.com.) 





What else are 
Maple/Mathematica good for? 

A:  Everything. Use liberally. 

Plotting functions 

Testing numerical conjectures 

Solving linear progs (symbolically, too) 

Simplifying complicated expressions 

Generating random numbers 

Integrating (symbolically/numerically) 

Finding roots of equations 

Empirically checking inequalities 

Maximizing/minimizing expressions 

Outputting LaTeX of expressions 

Inverting matrices (symbolically, too) 

Testing primality/irreducibility 

 

Finding eigenvalues, SVDs 

Writing code 

Gröbner bases 

Finite field arithmetic 

Solving differential equations 

Explicit computations 

Visualizing graphs 

Solving systems of equations 

Quadratic programming 

Curve fitting 

Asymptotics and Taylor series 

Differentiating 

 



What else are 
Maple/Mathematica good for? 

A:  Everything. Use liberally. 

Basically, if it’s a math problem, and  

you think someone in history ever thought of 

using a computer to do it, 

then Maple/Mathematica can do it. 

PS:  You should also learn Matlab. 

 Often better for numerical things. 



Streetfighting Mathematics 

an example 



Q:  Suppose p(x) is a polynomial of degree ≤ k 

      which is bounded in [−1,+1] for x ∈ [−1,+1]. 

     What is the largest p′(0) can be? 

Remark:  This question actually comes up from 

     time to time in analysis of boolean functions. 

     You can probably solve it with judicious Googling. 

     Also appropriate for math.stackexchange.com, 

                    if you put in a reasonable effort first.  

Let’s solve it using streetfighting mathematics. 



Q:  Suppose p(x) is a polynomial of degree ≤ k 

      which is bounded in [−1,+1] for x ∈ [−1,+1]. 

     What is the largest p′(0) can be? 

   Let’s think about k = 3, say, so 

       p(x) = a + bx + cx2 + dx3 

   For each value of x,  e.g. x = .2,  

   we have a constraint:  

          −1 ≤ a + .2b + .04c + .008d ≤ +1 

   We want to maximize b 



Q:  Suppose p(x) is a polynomial of degree ≤ k 

      which is bounded in [−1,+1] for x ∈ [−1,+1]. 

     What is the largest p′(0) can be? 

   Let’s think about k = 3, say, so 

       p(x) = a + bx + cx2 + dx3 

   For each value of x,  e.g. x = .2,  

   we have a constraint:  

          −1 ≤ a + .2b + .04c + .008d ≤ +1 

   We want to maximize b 

We have infinitely many 
constraints, but probably not 
much changes if we just take 
some random 5000 of them. 



So say we have 10,000 linear inequalities 

over the variables a, b, c, d; 

they form some polytope in R4. 

We want to maximize b. 

This is a “Linear Program”.  Maple can solve it. 





deg = 3:  looks like maximizer is p(x) = 3x−4x3 



deg = 1:  p(x) = 1x 



deg = 2:  p(x) = .5+1x−.5x2 



deg = 3:  p(x) = 3x−4x3 



deg = 4:  p(x) = 3x−4x3 again (!) 



deg = 5:  p(x) = 5x−20x3+16x5 

 



deg = 6:  p(x) = 5x−20x3+16x5 again 



Summary: 
 

 Except for weird anomaly at degree 2, 

 looks like degree 2k optimizer is the same 

 as the degree 2k−1 optimizer. 
     (In fact, that’s true; can you see why?) 

 

 So let’s focus on odd degree. 
 

 p1(x) = 1x 

 p3(x) = 3x−4x3 

 p5(x) = 5x−20x3+16x5 

 

 Largest p′(0) seems to equal degree,  

 but now what? 



Summary: 
 

 Except for weird anomaly at degree 2, 

 looks like degree 2k optimizer is the same 

 as the degree 2k−1 optimizer. 
     (In fact, that’s true; can you see why?) 

 

 So let’s focus on odd degree. 
 

 p1(x) = 1x 

 p3(x) = 3x−4x3 

 p5(x) = 5x−20x3+16x5 

 

 Largest p′(0) seems to equal degree,  

 but now what? 

Try typing these  
coefficients 
into oeis.org 













Do Today 

Get a good LaTeX editor 

Make stub .tex, .sty, lifetime .bib files 

Get reference manager software 

Get Dropbox (or SVN) 

Get presentation software +LaTeX addin 

    Practice drawing figures in it,  

    & importing them into LaTeX documents 

Start a giant folder of saved papers 

Get access to Maple/Mathematica/Sage 

Get access to Matlab 

Bookmark Today 

scholar.google.com 

wikipedia.org 

feedworld.net/toc 

arxiv.org 

eccc.hpi-web.edu 

ams.org/mrlookup 

dblp.org 

tex.stackexchange.com 

mathoverflow.net 

cstheory.stackexchange.com 

math.stackexchange.com 

oeis.org 

isc.carma.newcastle.edu.au 

wolframalpha.com 

books.google.com 

amazon.com 

illiad.library.cmu.edu/illiad/illiad.dll 

video.ias.edu/csdm 

www.youtube.com/user/SimonsInstitute 

research.microsoft.com 
 


